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“A Palestinian Killed under Torture, and Explosive Barrels 

Targeted Sides of Jallien Compound in Daraa Camp” 

 

 
 

 “The dream has a rest," an exhibition of the photographer Naraz 

Saeid, embodies the suffering of the Palestinians in Yarmouk 

refugee camp. 

 Residents of Yarmouk waiting for the implementation of the 

agreement of neutralizing their camp. 

 Warplanes hovering above Neirab camp coincided with the 

bombing of the surroundings. 

 The Palestinian refugee "Rakan Hussein" ends his hunger strike 

and demands the free world to stand by his side. 

 “The scene is still BLOOD," a short film, by Action Group, talking 

about the detailed Statistics of the Palestinian Syrian victims until 

the end of May 2014. 

 

One of the waiting families at the entrance of the Yarmouk refugee camp 
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Victims 

Ibrahim Mohammed al-Haj, from Alnairab camp, was killed under 

torture in the prisons of the Syrian Security Forces. 

 

Recent Updates 

Explosive barrels targeted sides of Jallein compound in Dara’a camp 

southern Syria, causing destruction of a number of civilian homes, and a 

number of wounded. 

On the other hand, the siege imposed on Yarmouk camp continues despite 

the passing of three days of signing a new agreement that provides the 

neutralization of the camp. 

Syrian authorities, represented by the President of the Palestine Branch 

and a number of representatives of relief committees and military 

brigades inside the camp, have signed an agreement ensures neutralizing 

the camp and break the siege. 

Thus, views have varied about the success or failure of the agreement, as 

some activists demanded to give more time for the completion of the deal, 

while others expressed pessimism regarding the success of the agreement, 

especially with the delay of implementing its items. 

In the same context, a number of Yarmouk camp children gathered at the 

entrances of the camp, but they were not allowed to enter. 

Warplanes hovered above Neirab camp in Aleppo, accompanied with 

voices of heavy explosions rocked the camp after the bombing of the 

surrounding areas. 

 

The Dream Has a Rest  

The exhibition” The Dream has a Rest” opened, yesterday, at the 

Museum of Mahmoud Darwish in Ramallah. The photographer "Naraz 
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Saed" exhibited about fifty images embodied the suffering of Palestinian 

refugees in the Yarmouk refugee camp which is besieged since around a 

year. 

Photographer "Naraz Saed" has been able to overcome the siege imposed 

on his camp by viewing those images in Ramallah, in an effort to 

highlight the suffering of trapped people.  

In an interview with Watan News Agency, "Naraz" said ,” at the time that 

cameras directed to public events, I directed my lenses toward the small 

details that make up the life of besieged camp, narrow alleys and 

marginalized civilians who are paying the high price of this conflict”. 

Mr. Nezar also pointed out that the true picture in the Yarmouk refugee 

camp was truest than the word, so I chose to shoot the situation in 

Yarmouk camp from another perspective, which is far after the event. 

 

 
Neras saed 

 

The exhibition has a political indication that insures the communication 

between inside Palestine and in the Diaspora, where the presence of 

Yarmouk reflected here as an integral part of the picture.  
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The exhibition was attended by the Palestinian Minister of Culture, 

Mayor of Ramallah Municipality, and a number of public, cultural and 

artistic Palestinian figures.  

 
From the exhibition” The Dream has a Rest” 

 

Hungary 

Rakan Hussein ends his eleven days hunger strike. It is worth mentioning 

that Mr. Rakan had been on hunger strike because the Hungarian 

authorities disabled reunion with his children due to not recognition of 

their passports. 

At the same time, Rakan called all human rights institutions that 

concerned of refugees, and the free world to intervene to put pressure on 

the Hungarian authorities in order to find a solution to his case and to 

reunite with his children who are currently in Turkey.  

It is worth mentioning that Rakan has been displaced from Syria because 

of the deterioration of the security situation, and also because of what his 

hometown Dara’a has been witnessed of repeatedly shelling that caused 

the death of his wife and his mother after the explosive barrels targeted 

Muzeireeb town.  
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Rakan Hussein  

 

The Scene is Still BLOOD 

Action Group for Palestinians of Syria launched, through its channel on 

YouTube, a short film titled " The Scene is Still BLOOD", where the film 

talks about the detailed statistics of the Palestinian Syrian victims which 

the group has documented until the end of May 2014. 

The film included detailed information about the distribution of the 

victims in camps and compounds in Syria, and the reasons that led to 

their death.  

The film also indicated that 2290 Palestinian Syrian refugees were killed 

during the events in Syria, according to the Action Group documented 

Statistics until the end of May 2014, where 2256 Palestinian refugees 

were killed inside Syria and 34 outside. 

You can watch the promotion on this link: 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZP1ScWXV8F4 

http://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.youtube.com%2Fwatch%3Fv%3DZP1ScWXV8F4&h=cAQHnTxSa&enc=AZMGgonI2067TmbpicU-ebfeyx1fKgBM1ug1Dw9SxNNhZjIYdDE3Lw9YClwVCHkVCG33UXVTS3qli0ZGqZUkqdt89MEE5FeSZAiD2hJCo5T6r6tkdvyez_ZI2YvV8uEBzW2jwwL2BH5thVE8ap-9G175UEC1xjA7kCMoc9-kTvocfQ&s=1
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The Scene is Still BLOOD 

Lebanon 

Palestinian factions, and national and Islamic forces in Lebanon, called 

in a statement, the Lebanese Authorities to alleviate the procedures 

regarding the entry of displaced Palestinians from Syria and treat them 

like Syrians, and also to consider that the suffering is the same. 

The statement came after a meeting at the Palestine Embassy in Beirut, 

where they discussed the latest updates in Palestine and the region. It is 

noteworthy that the Lebanese Authorities recently issued several laws 

that restrict the entry of Palestinian Syrian refugees. Lebanon has 

deported about fifty Palestinian refugees to Syria in recent months.  

In a related context, Mr Nihad Al Mashnouq, the Lebanese Interior 

Minister, promised to work to find solutions to the problems of the 

Palestinians in Lebanon, including displaced people from Syria. That was 

during the meeting with the Chairman of the Lebanese – Palestinian 

Dialogue "Hassan Mneimneh", where they discussed a number of issues, 

including the situation of displaced Palestinians from Syria. 

Thus, UNRWA called Palestinian individuals and families, who did not 

communicate with their office to update their data and to go to their 

offices between 9:00 Am to 2, 00 Pm on Tuesday, 24 June until Friday 

27June, 2014. 
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Civil Work Committees 

UNRWA began distributing financial assistance to a number of families 

in Al A’edein camp at Homs, where amount of 10000" SYP per capita, as 

the aids have been distributed to families, who have received letters 

through Al Haram Center for transfers. Moreover, the UNRWA 

distributed a number of food baskets to displaced families. 

 
UNRWA distributes financial aid to the families in A’edein camp 

 


